Once a wheat sheaf has been sealed and tied up, its packed down straws display the same orientation and zerodivergence. This observation brings us to the mathematical notion of presheaf, i.e., a topological structure in which diverging functions are locally superimposed. We show how the concepts of presheaves and the correlated globular sets, borrowed from category theory and algebraic topology, allow a well-founded mathematical approach to otherwise elusive activities of the brain. The mathematical assessment of brain functions in terms of presheaves: a) explains why spontaneous random spikes synchronize; b) leads to the counterintuitive intuition of antidromic effects in neuronal spikes: when an entrained oscillation propagates from A to B, changes in B lead to changes in A. We provide testable previsions: a) we suggest the proper locations of transcranial magnetic stimulation's coils to improve the clinical outcomes of drug-resistant epilepsy; b) we advocate that axonal stimulation by external sources backpropagates and alters the neuronal electric oscillatory frequency. Further, we describe how the hierarchical information transmission inside globular sets provides fresh insights concerning different issues at various coarse-grained scales, such as object persistence, memory reinforcement in spite of random noise, Bayesian inferential circuits.
The brain activity has been recently tackled through mathematical/topological weapons, such as algebraic topology, near set theory and category theory (Tozzi et al., 2017a; Peters et al., 2017) . To make an example, Northoff et al. (2019) investigated the relationships (the authors call them "the sameness") between consciousness and its neural correlates in terms of category theory, composition of functions and functors. However, these theoretical approaches to the brain are constrained by soaring abstraction and vagueness in defining regular structures and nearness relations (Wolski 2013) , thus preventing the formulation of sharp experimental previsions. The main goal of this paper is to overcome these difficulties, providing a mathematical framework that allows a quantifiable description and assessment of neuroscientific issues. We focus on one of the simplest category theoretic structures, i.e., the so-called pre-sheaf (Bredon 1997) , that is rich enough to convey a feasible explanation of brain function. To provide an example of presheaves for non technical readers, think to a sheaf of wheat, sealed and tied up with twine supply. The countless diverging straws with various orientation are compacted in well-ordered tiny sections, where they display coherent behavior and matching description (Figure 1A) . To provide another example, it is noteworthy that a neuroscientific technique, i.e., the tractography, allows the identification of well-defined anatomical white matter structures that resemble presheaves (Figure 1B) .
Presheaves offer invaluable benefits: a) they generalize the local systems that are so ubiquitous in mathematics; b) have powerful applications to the topology of algebraic and the analytic complex varieties of singular spaces (Dimca, 2004) ; c) make available a suitable notion of "general coefficient systems"; d) stand for common methods of comparison between different cohomology theories of general topological spaces (Bredon, 1997) ; provide foundations of near sets (Wolski 2013 ). Here we show how presheaves give us the possibility to treat neuroscientific issues in terms of category theory, in particular using composition of functions/globular sets, and to draw previsions that can be experimentally tested with the current neuro-technologies. In particular, globular sets lead to a counterintuitive claim: when an entrained oscillation propagates from the brain area A to a brain area B, changes in spike frequency in B lead to changes in spike frequency in A.
Also, globular sets allow to analyze the stability of synchronous states in dynamical systems such as the brain (Papo and Buldú, 2019) , shedding new light of the still unknown mechanisms of spike synchronization.
Figure 1.
Examples of presheaves-like structures in the real world. Figure 1A : a wheat sheaf displays a cross-section in which the straws, rather being scattered, are very close one each other.
Modified from: https://sadeik.wordpress.com/blog/about/corn-dolly-making/. Figure 1B : diffusion MRI maps white matter bundles and assesses their structural integrity. Note that the white matter bundles display close analogy with the wheat straws depicted in Figure 1A . Modified from: http://brain.labsolver.org/.
GLOBULAR SETS: A TECHNICAL APPROACH
At first, we will describe the mathematical apparatus that will be used in the sequel to describe nervous functions. In particular, we will talk about composition of functions, globular sets, presheaves.
Composition of functions.
When working with a specific input value (named either x∈X, or another letter), the composition of functions (denoted by the symbol ∘):
g∘f(x) is defined by:
(g∘f)(x)=g(f(x)).
In other words, take the function f(x) and put it in place of x in the function g, so that the output of f is used as the input of g (Bergman 2011 ). In case of two functions: f:X→Y and g:Y→Z, then g∘f is a function from X to Z, so that:
g∘f: X → Z.
Globular sets: presheaves come into play.
A globular set is a geometric shape for higher structures, standing to simplicial sets as globes to simplices. The category of globes is a category whose objects are natural numbers, and whose morphisms are generated from:
A globular set is a presheaf on the category of globes (Kashiwara and Schapira, 1994; Bredon 1997 ), i.e., a particular kind of contravariant functor which helps to capture sections: gSet≔PSh(G)
To achieve a presheaf F in the topological space W (standing for our universe of discourse), two requirements are needed: gluability and uniqueness (Street 2000; Simpson 2011 ). Once these requirements are satisfied, for each open X ⸦ W, the restriction map is a homeomorphism ρw, X: F (W) → F (X), such that ρw,w is an identity. Therefore, in terms of the category of globes, the globular set X∈gSet is a sequence of sets X0, X1, X2,.., Xn, i.e., a collection of the set of n-globes {Xn}n∈N ⸦W, that is equipped with pairs of functions:
{sn,tn:Xn+1→Xn}n∈N such that the following globular identities hold: sn∘sn+1 = sn∘tn+1 and tn∘sn+1 = tn∘tn+1, where s and t stand for the two sections termed, respectively, source and target (Figure 2A ). Note that Xn may also stand for directed edges at level n. Further, another constraint is required: no reflexive globular sets do exist, or, in other words, do not exist degeneracy maps going back in the opposite direction X1 → X2 (Simpson 2011). In the next paragraphs, presheaves will be used to skecth a theory that describes in general terms the nervous functions taking place in cortical tissues.
BUILDING NERVOUS PRESHEAVES
In this paragraph we will analyze nervous activity from the standpoint of presheaf theory. Take a brain area W, equipped with two functions termed s and t (Figure 2) . They diverge everywhere, apart from a cortical subarea (i.e., a subset of W) encompassing X1 and X2, with X1∩X2. If in the subarea X1∩X2, the above-mentioned constraints are satisfied so that the topological concept of presheaf holds, the functions s and t display an unusual behavior. The two functions s and t do not diverge inside the subsets X1 and X2, rather they display coherence, equality and matching description. Indeed, globular sets and presheaf theory require that the composition of functions occurring inside the subset X1∩X2 does not diverge as it does in other subsets. Furthermore, the functions s2 and t2 in X2 precede the functions s1 and t1 in X1: this means that the output of the cortical subarea X2 is used as the input of the cortical subarea X1. Therefore, changes in functions occurring in X2 lead to corresponding changes in functions occurring in X1. In general terms, we can state that source and targets in X1 follow sources and targets in X2. Also, there is an equivalence between:
1) X1 sources that follow X2 sources and X1 sources that follow X2 targets; 2) X1 targets that follow X2 sources and X1 targets that follow X2 targets;
3) X1 targets that follow X2 sources and X1 targets that follow X2 targets.
Is brief, X2 functions (source and target) point towards and modify X1 functions (source and target). Therefore, X2 controls X1, and not vice versa. Summarizing, the brain activity assessed in terms of presheaves/globular sets explains two features of neural functions (Figures 2B-2C ): 1) it elucidates why brain oscillations equipped with different spike frequency and amplitude tend to converge and coalesce towards single functional areas, where overlapping and matching synchronized frequencies/amplitudes contribute to keep the signal steady ( Figure 2B) . 2) Second, it suggests that a hierarchical oscillatory activation occurs inside single functional areas, where the oscillations are constrained to follow strict temporal sequences: this means that, when an entrained oscillation propagates from A to B, a change in B frequency leads to a change in A frequency (Figure 2C ). This last, counterintuitive observation has foremost implications in the study of the brain activity, as we will shall see in the next paragraphs.
Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 13 December 2019 doi:10.20944/preprints201912.0179.v1 Figure  2A . Geometric counterparts of the rather abstract concept of globular sets/presheaves, in the universe of discourse W of category theory.
The same nomenclature of the main text is used. For further details, see: https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/globular+set#references Figures 2B: concerning the universe of discourse termed "brain", globular sets allow to explains how and why spikes of different incoherent frequencies are synchronized in certain brain areas. Furthermore, a nervous globular sets' theory suggests that antidromic spikes do exist (arrow), so that X2 exerts effects on X1 (Figure 2C) . Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 13 December 2019 doi:10.20944/preprints201912.0179.v1
PRESHEAVES AND GLOBULAR SETS: TESTABLE PREVISIONS IN NEUROSCIENCE
Once described the mathematical apparatus of presheaves and globular sets, we will provide here theoretical examples of feasible applications in neuroscience, suggesting previsions that are testable with the current technology. In case of epileptic seizures, our model hypothesizes that the area of onset of pathological spikes might extend to other regions through a mechanism of synchronization linked with the transient formation of globular sets. If we consider synchronous pathological spikes as taking place inside functional globular sets, we achieve a novel mathematical framework for epilepsy that is worth to be investigated. Indeed, if the presheaf framework holds true, the starting epileptic focus (standing for X1) propagates to the surrounding brain areas (standing for X2), giving rise to synchronized pathological waves with matching description/zero divergence (Figures 3A-B) . The areas X2 are therefore able to modify the oscillatory activity of the starting locus X1 of epilepsy onset. This means that the areas surrounding the locus of seizure onset keep the seizure active, and not vice versa. This provides us with an easily testable prevision: to achieve the best therapeutic effect and confirm that the mathematical apparatus of globular sets holds true in epilepsy, rTMS treatments must not focus on the first focus of onset of epilepsy, rather on the surrounding areas where the pathological spike propagates (Figure 3B ). Also, in working memory and its volitional control, an interplay occurs between network gamma oscillations in superficial cortical layers, and alpha and beta in deep cortical layers (Miller et al., 2018) . To provide an example, Figure 3C describes the case of prediction and errors signals in the Bayesian brain. In terms of presheaf theory, this means that a change in frequency occurring in the cortical location X2 leads also to a change in frequency in the cortical location X1. This means that the electric frequency of the brain is also controlled antidromically: along an oscillatory pathway, the distal frequency is able to modify the proximal frequency. Figure 4 provides a theoretical example of a neuron (or a neuronal assembly) that fires at, say, 30 Hz. If we use a 10 Hz current applied across its own axon, our model predicts that this neuron will synchronize its output frequency towards 10 Hz. In other worlds, we suggest that a direct axonal stimulation antidromically backpropagates towards the neuronal bodies, due to the mathematical constraints of presheaves. Despite our scarce knowledge of antidromic oscillations' effects on neural information processing, experimental data point towards the possibility that axon modulation affects frequency encoding in neurons, before and after it is convoyed. Axons are not only information carriers, rather their trunks are endowed with ionotropic and metabotropic receptors for transmitters/neuromodulators (DeMaegd and Stein, 2018). Neuromodulatory effects on axons generate ectopic spiking, characterized by ion potentials backpropagating towards different sites, independent of incoming sensory or synaptic events. In particular, increasing ectopic spike frequency leads to delayed peripheral bursts, reductions in spike number/burst duration, and modifications in sensory firing frequency. Also, computational models demonstrate that antidromic action potentials are capable of altering sensory encoding in neurons with slow ionic conductances (DeMaegd and Stein, 2018). During γ-tACS over the right temporal lobe, Santamecchi et al. (2019) observed an EEG increase in γ spectral power over bilateral temporal lobes after stimulation, leading to functional connectivity of bilateral temporal lobes. Thus, axonal neuromodulation, in the context of a mathematical approach framed on globular set theory, might have the role to produce quick frequency changes also in sites away from the stimulated axons.
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Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 13 December 2019 doi:10.20944/preprints201912.0179.v1 Figure 4 . A testable prevision to check whether presheaves do exist in the brain. Figure 4A : according to presheaf models, the neuronal axon must be equipped with globular set's intersecting subsets. Figures 4B-D provide an example. Take a neuron that produces gamma bursts (Figure 4B) . According to presheaf theories, if a continuous distal beta spike is applied to the axon (Figure 4C) , the neuron will proximally generate entrained beta bursts, instead of the previous gamma bursts (Figure 4D) .
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CONCLUSIONS: MORE ABSTRACT POSSIBILITIES
We described the mathematical apparatus of presheaves /globular sets and provided theoretical examples of feasible applications in neuroscience. Apart the ones described above, other more theoretical applications in neural systems can be hypothesized. The size of the globular sets may vary, so that presheaves can be used for the description of different coarse-grained nervous structures, both at the micro-and at the macro-levels of observation. Human ability to reidentify objects through time and across gaps in observation leads to the effect termed object persistence (Fields, 2013) . The computational task of object persistence can be tackled in terms of presheaf theory, both at the microscopic level of histological microcolumns (Tozzi et al., 2017b) and at the macroscopic level of brain functional and anatomical areas.
Concerning micro-levels of observation, globular sets could be located inside the multilayer arrangement of the cortex.
In particular, presheaves might be endowed in the layer IV of the primary sensory occipital areas of the Primates, where large amounts of granular cells process the visual information coming from the thalamus (Figure 5A) . In this milieu, the role of the globular sets' enduring coalescence of functions would be threefold: to synchronize oscillatory patterns, to stabilize information content and to produce unambiguous, long-lasting percepts. Concerning the macro-levels of brain analysis, it is well known that the face-selective response to static images of famous and unfamiliar faces is mediated by neural activity in the occipital/posterior temporal cortex, across the fusiform face area (FFA) (Axelrod et al., 2019) . FFA recognizes faces, despite the underlying noise and the huge amount of conflicting inputs: the brain will be always able to recognize Jennifer Aniston, independent of her dresses, make-up or haircut. If we consider FFA in terms of a sheaf F equipped with, say, globular sets X1∩X2, a change occurring in X2 will also involve X1. Because the FFA subareas X1 and X2 are synchronized, they must always display matching description. This ensures stability to the percept and explains why face recognition is always constant, despite the changes in the environmental inputs. A presheaf approach might help to elucidate the issue of memory too. Indeed, memory could be stored in globular sets, that allow preservation and flexibility of the information stored inside them. Memories, (although scattered throughout the brain, if the theory of sparce code holds true), could be encompassed in intersecting globular sets, so that their content is represented more than once (in X1, X2,…,Xn). Therefore, the otherwise labile stability of information content is granted by the globular set apparatus endowed in the universe of discourse W, where the ubiquitous divergence among the functions equals zero.
The brain as an inferential machine. In Bayesian theories, that consider the brain an inferential machine, the required priors can be mathematically assessed in terms of presheaves, that have the role of keeping information stable. Indeed, two subsets X1 and X2 with X1∩X2 could stand not just for two "spatially" separated structures, but also for two "temporally" separated events, i.e., two ensuing temporal windows. In this temporal case, due to the dictates of globular sets, it is required that the event X1 at time t1 follows the event X2 at time t2. This means that the events in t2 are able to influence the events in t1. This counterintuitive claim does not break any physical law, if we think to priors in terms of mental activities such as predictions, volitions, goals. When the event predicted by mental activities occurs in the external world, this means that X1 becomes real. Therefore, we are allowed to state that the real event follows from the Bayesian prior, because the previous prediction X2 causes the subsequent event X1 to occur. This mathematical approach ensues an answer to one of the most controversial philosophical issues concerning the mind/world relationships: presheaves explain how the elusive, immaterial mental activity is able to provoke physical effects in the real world.
The multidimensional brain. We stated that source and targets in Xn follow sources and targets in Xn+1. This leads to another intriguing possibility. If we take the value "n" in terms of "spatial" dimensions of the subtending manifold, we are allowed to investigate a recently-raised hypothesis, i.e., that the brain activity takes place in multidimensional spaces (Tozzi and Peters 2016, Tozzi 2019). Globular sets and presheaves provide us a potential method to localize the elusive higher-dimensional activities of the brain. Indeed, in the context of presheaft theory, the cortical activity in 3D depends on the cortical activity in 4D. When a change in 3D occurs (either in source or target maps), we need to look for the foregoing changes in source and target maps in higher dimensions (Figure 5B) . To provide an example, when a change takes place in the 3D source s3, we have to look for changes with matching description in 4D, because: sn∘sn+1 = sn∘tn+1 Therefore, a change in s3 is correlated with previous changes with the same features, either in s4, or in t4.
We showed that the theory of globular sets and presheaves might provide a well-grounded mathematical counterpart to nervous phenomena and suggested testable experimental previsions. Also, the approach in terms of globular sets paves the way to the theory of infinity categories, i.e., a mathematics founded on equivalence, rather than equality (Lurie 2003; Lurie 2008) . In terms of brain activity, the concept of equality suggests that two neural waves are exactly the same, while the concept of equivalence suggests that two waves stand in relation to each other in many different ways. While equality is a strict relationship between two waves, equivalence comes in different forms correlated with homotopy paths between waves on the brain surface. This explains why apparently matching cortical oscillations give rise to highly different inter-individual responses. The last, but not the least, globular sets display affinities with conditional logic, i.e., a type of modal logic where several peculiar accessibility relations hold (Priest 2008 ). In particular, in touch with topological claims too (Ahmad and Peters, 2018; Peters 2019), analogies occur with the conditional logic C, in which validity is defined as truth preservation over all worlds of all interpretations. Stalnaker (1968) stated that the worlds accessible to the world w through RAthat is, the worlds essentially the same as w, except that A is true thereshould be thought of as the worlds most similar to w at which A is true, with similarity coming by degrees. This suggests that nervous presheaves might be investigated in terms of conditional logic C, and could explain why different perceptions come together in a single, whole percept. 
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